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as the expression of the frequency of the oscillation, where
* - VZ(J	(20)
is a convenient abbreviation of the square root.
The transfer of energy between magnetic, and dielectric thus
occurs with a definite frequency / = 0     , and the oscillation thus
A 7T0*
is a sine wave without distortion, as long as the law of proportion-
ality applies. When this fails, the wave may be distorted, as seen
on the oscillogram Fig. 31.
The equations of the periodic part of the transient csan now be
written down by substituting (18), (19), (14), and (16) into (12)
and (15):
i « i0 cos ($ — 7) •» io cob 7 coh $ + /o Bin 7 sin $
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and by (11):
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and in the same manner:
e « tfi cob • + 2oA mh   i	(22)
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where 61 is the initial value of transient voltage, 4 the initial value
of transient current.
J5. Power dissipation.
27. In Pig. 32 are plotted as A the periodic component of the
oscillating current i, and an R the voltage *», as (/ the Htorod wmg-
Li2	*	(Vs
netic energy - 0-, and an J) the Btorecl dielectric energy 4V *
M	A
As seen, the stored magnetic energy puinateH, with double
frequency, 2/, between aero and a maximum, equal to the total
stored energy. The average value of the Htored magnetic energy
thus is one-half of the total Htored energy, and the diBBipation of
magnetic energy thus occur** at half the rate at which it would
occur if all the energy were magnetic energy; that in, the transient
resulting from the power dissipation of the magnetic; energy lastH
twice as long as it would if all the stored energy were magnetic,
or in other words, if the transient were a single (magnetic!) energy

